
1. LOOK .......... V3i owners read this .......... LOOK  

Ok guys & gals... 
 
This is for the V3(i) only...it does NOT work on the Standard V3...so please do not try it on a 
V3 as it will most likely 99%-100% of the time mess up the calibration of the machine and you'll be 
required to send it back to Whites to get recalibrated...and they may charge you since you 
deliberately messed it up...but...for all the V3(i) owners this will work perfectly and as the 
calibration is pass-worded so it will not get messed up.  
 
 
I know a lot of the V3(i) users have reported huge issues with the machine falsing real bad and 
being so erratic all over the place...well this little procedure will fix almost 98%-100% of the falsing 
signals...I have done this procedure to my personal V3(i) as well as several other members V3(i)'s 
here on this forum...and of those members this has fixed 6 members in a row for falsing and 
showed dramatic improvements in the V3(i)...so let's get started fixing everyone else's V3(i)'s...  
 
 
First off you can do or try a "Restore" to any Program that you have played with & changed settings 
on...this will restore that program back to Factory Settings no matter what you have changed in 
it...this is explained how in the V3(i) manual on page 46...as I'm not about to retype each step when 
you can read it in the manual.  
 
 
If that Restore Process does not work for you...then there is another option...but..be warned..this 
option WILL ERASE all custom programs that you have created as well as erase each & every 
setting that you have changed or modified in your unit....so if that is ok with you..then we'll proceed 
to the next step that IS NOT in your manual...this procedure is called Master Reset...this will reset 
the entire V3(i) back to factory settings just as it was the day you opened it new in the box...it also 
somehow fixes various unknown issues like falsing...please don't ask me what or how...just trust me 
as I would not steer you wrong....many of you have seen my videos of my custom program with the 
V3(i) running blistering hot under a power line and remaining so smooth...well this is how to get the 
V3(i) to be stable from the git-go...my Custom Coin Program is a killer for coins with absolutely NO 
Noise from other signals except coins...anyway...this is what you have to do...  
 
..........Turn on your V3(i) to this screen.......... 
.....then Press & Hold the Menu Button and press the On/Off Button..... 



 

 
 
 
 
.....................as your screen will turn to this screen........................ 
.................then press Enter on the name Master Reset.................... 
...Do NOT press Enter on calibration box it'll require a password...which you do not have nor will be 
given... 



 

 
 
 
 
..........your new screen will look like this.......... 
...put an "X" in the first four (4) boxes...DO NOT put an "X" in the box named Require 
Password...leave that box EMPTY... 



 

 
 
 
..........so now your screen will look like this.......... 



 

 
 
 
once you get to this screen above...all you have to do is Press the Menu Button which will highlight 
the word Reset on your lower left of the screen...when it's highlighted...Press Enter...and after 
about 5 seconds...it will take you back to this screen below... 



 

 
 
once you are back to the screen above...just turn OFF your machine...after it's off...you can turn it 
back on and everything will have been Erased and Completely back to Factory Settings...all your 
custom programs & settings have been wiped out...and you should notice that the V3(i) will be 
running 1000% smoother than the day you opened it as New...somehow...this procedure is fixing a lot 
of machines for falsing & erratic behavior. 
 
...this is an awesome tool to use if you're having loads of troubles and can't seem to fix it or 
somehow think you've screwed up something in the machine by making loads of changes to this & 
that...you can do this procedure to get you 100% back to factory settings so you can start over. 
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